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Introduction
A chemical sensor essentially consists of transducer for converting 

the chemical information into diverse electronic or optical signals like 
frequency current, voltage, color, fluorescence and surface plasmon 
resonance [1-4]. Gas sensors are of paramount importance, as they allow 
much convenient and routine detections of several gases/vapors which 
can be hazardous to human health [5-7]. Over the past several decades 
various sensing technologies have been developed and employed for 
the detection of different gases. The underlying mechanisms are based 
on the measurement of properties, such as catalytic, electrochemical, 
optical, acoustic and conductivity. The performance characteristics 
of gas sensor have been evaluated in terms of important performance 
parameters, including sensitivity, selectivity, detection limit, response 
time and recovery time [8].

Electrochemical (EC) and Infrared spectroscopy (IR) methods 
have been the common choices for the sensing gases [9-12]. EC sensors 
are power-hungry and commonly work at high temperatures (300-
800°C). Thus, they are unsuitable for use in potentially flammable 
and explosive locations. IR sensors, on the other hand, are bulky 
and expensive. Also, they face serious problem of interference from 
other gases, as different gases can absorb similar wavelengths in the 
IR spectral region. Moreover, both the EC and IR chemosensors are 
cross-sensitive to water. Another class of gas sensor exploits optical 
properties. The optical gas sensors are used in fire and explosion 
prevention, healthcare, indoor air quality control, leak detection, food 
production and process optimization and control, among the other 
applications [13]. This particulate technology has progressed rapidly 
and now-a-days the optical gas sensors are capable to monitor multiple 
gases, sometimes remotely at a distance of a kilometer or more. The 
optical sensors can also create 2- and 3-D distribution maps, detect 
concentrations to as low as parts per trillion (ppt) region and even 
visualize gas plumes in real time.

Several traditional sensing methods have been established to detect 
gas, such as catalytic, thermal, semiconductors, and surface acoustic 

wave, infrared spectroscopic, electrochemical and gas chromatography-
mass spectrometric (GC-MS) techniques [14-16]. Most of those 
conventional methods have complex and costly instrumentation and 
invariably need a long analysis time. In some of them, it is difficult to 
tolerate the interference of other gases and water [17,18]. Note that GC-
MS can also be used to analyze gas, but the process is also costly and 
time-consuming. Field-effect transistors, based on the use of carbon 
nanotubes and inorganic semiconductors are promising for gas-
detection applications but these devices are difficult to be fabricated 
with a precise process control needed [19].

The development of fluorescence-based gas sensors has been 
driven because of their certain potential advantages over other sensing 
techniques [20-25]. The fluorescence-based gas sensors, provide 
simplicity, fast response, safe operation, real time on-line detection and 
possible immunity to the co-pollutant interference [26]. The related 
area of the research has translated up to a certain commercially viable 
option with the availability of a range of fluorescence based sensors 
for a variety of gases, including oxygen carbon-dioxide, hydrogen, 
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, etc. The applications of fluorimetric 
sensor extend to the real-time measurement of gases in atmosphere 
and measurement of dissolved gases. These modern fluorescent sensors 
boast of significantly improved performance in terms of sensitivity and 
working concentration ranges as compared to the most of the above 
mentioned competing techniques.

The strategies and ideas that chemists have developed for new 
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Recently, the sensing and monitoring of gases from ambient as well as industrial sources has gained a great 

importance in order to ensure occupational hygiene, public health, and societal welfare. The development of new 
technologies for visualizing and detecting gases at trace levels is imperative for various applications. There exist 
several established traditional methods to detect different gases. In this article, we review the latest trends in the area of 
fluorescence sensing of gas molecules, which is a high sensitivity technique with minimum or negligible interferences. 
The gas sensors fabricated with the use of fluorescent nanoparticles as detecting elements possess special feature, like 
high surface-to-volume ratios, ultra sensitivity, enhanced selectivity, cost effectiveness, and fast response. The inherent 
properties of the related systems, e.g. a large fluorescence lifetime, nanoscale particle size and a tunable zeta potential, 
make it possible to devise fluorescent sensors with an attractive pathway of fluorescence ‘off–on’. Several fluorimetric 
methods are known to detect specific gases from the atmospheric gaseous samples with satisfactory detection results. 
Modern fluorescent gas sensors are did not cause interference from the co-pollutants thus making the fluorimetric 
sensing process to be quantitative as well as specific.
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effect: propeller-shaped molecules such as hexaphenylsilole (HPS) 
and tetraphenylethylene (TPE) emit strongly in the solid state but are 
weakly emissive in solution. The phenomenon is called aggregation 
induced emission (AIE) [34,35]. This rare observation prompted the 
authors to extend the study on luminescence behaviors. Also, the 
dilute ethanolic solution of 1-methyl-1,2,3,4,5-pentaphenylsilole (1) 
was excited at 381 nm, nearly no fluorescence signals were measured. 
In contrast, when large amounts of water were added to its ethanol 
solutions (the final concentrations being kept unchanged at 10 mM), 
intense photoluminescence spectra were recorded under identical 
measurement conditions. As water could not solubilize the compound 
1, the silole (Figure 1) molecules must have aggregated in the solvent 
mixtures with high water contents. The ‘solutions’ were, however, 
macroscopically homogenous with no precipitate, suggesting that the 
silole aggregates were of nanodimension.

The above explained phenomena of the AIE active materials could 
be having its potential utility in the sensing fields. The AIE-active 
molecules do not show emission in solutions but when aggregated or 
in the solid state, they show intense emission because of the prevention 
of intramolecular rotations that avoid nonradiative deactivation for 
fluorescence quenching. Based on the aggregation state dependent 
luminescence, AIE-active molecules can be used as an alternative 
sensing element for bimolecular species. As example of the fluorometric 
sensing the detection and identification of CO2 was suggested by using 
AIE-active HPS with carbamate ionic liquid (CIL) by bubbling CO2 gas 
through dipropylamine (DPA) liquid (Figure 2a) [34-38]. After being 
bubbled with CO2 gas, the HPS mixture emitted a very bright green 
light. Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of HPS was intensified with 

fluorescent gas sensing materials are reviewed here. The review focuses 
mainly on the work done during the last 5 years. This review will 
be limited to the development of gas sensors based on new artificial 
materials that are able to signal reversibly the presence of other 
interfering species. Nevertheless, due to the fact this field is very broad; 
it is very difficult to give a detailed overview of every publication that 
has appeared in literature. None the less, all the information about the 
subject is included, sometimes by references to other reviews which 
are an exhaustive overview of a specific material type. Additionally, 
new trends in the development of fluorescent gas sensors such as the 
fabrication of nano gas sensor, and the fabrication of high density 
sensor arrays will be also briefly discussed.

Methodology
Fluorimetric gas sensing technique

Analysis of gases is commonly accomplished by several techniques 
like catalytic, thermal, semiconductors, surface acoustic wave and 
infrared spectroscopy, electrochemical and Gas chromatography mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS) techniques. As such, the fluorimetric gas sensing 
technique is prone to the interferences from water vapors. It may also 
require the use of long path lengths sample tubes and other expensive 
equipment. Even though the electrode, (or modified versions), still 
exists, they face some issue of high cost, complexity, interferences and 
slow response times. Due to ease of production and use, the application 
of the optical sensors have been demonstrated for many analytes. Most 
of the times, the fluorimetric gas sensor are inexpensive and can be 
mass-produced as disposable chemical sensors. Coupling the optical 
sensors with fiber optics gives an opportunity for remote sensing 
applications [26]. The optical sensors employ two basic types of signal 
transduction mechanisms i.e. colorimetric or luminescent.

Many features of the fluorescence as a transduction mechanisms 
make it one of the most powerful chemical recognition event [27]. 
Over the years, a number of fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy 
techniques have been developed based on the life-time, anisotropy or 
intensity of the emission from the fluorescent probes [28,29]. These are 
enormously sensitive techniques that even allow the detection of single 
molecules. Fluorescence based methods do not consume analytes and 
there is also no particular requirement of a reference material. As light 
can travel without physical waveguide, it facilitates relatively simple 
technical requirements. Additionally, the fluorescence based sensors 
can provide data through remote monitoring [30].

Fluorimetry, the measurement and use of fluorescence, is a technique 
for the qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis. It is ideally suited 
to the on field use and also free from stray-light interferences which 
is a common problem in the colorimetric technique [31]. Fluorimetry 
is a fundamentally sensitive, specific, handy, simple, and economical 
technique [32,33]. As a result, fluorometry has found an extensive 
range of applications in the study and detection of pollutants, sensing 
of gas and biomolecules as well as a host of other analyte making use of 
fluorescent materials as tracers.

Important gas sensing phenomenon: Aggregation Induced 
Emission (AIE) properties

Conventional luminophores in gas sensing tend to form 
aggregates in aqueous solutions due to the high hydrophobicity of 
their emitting centers (often aromatic rings). Understanding light 
emission in the aggregate state is thus of great importance for their 
practical gas sensing application. Tang et al. first described a novel 
phenomenon opposite to the aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) 

Figure 1: Molecular structure and conformational roamers of 1.

Figure 2a: Fluorometric sensing for detection and identification of CO2 by using 
AIE-active 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5-Hexaphenylsilole (HPS).
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increasing the volume of CO2 gas. Therefore, it is concluded that HPS is 
acts as a fluorescent sensor for CO2 gas detection.

In another fluorimetric sensing example a composite between 
a flexible porous coordination polymer and fluorescent reporter 
distyrylbenzene (DSB) selectively adsorbed CO2 over other atmospheric 
gases. This adsorption induced a host transformation, which was 
accompanied by conformational variations of the included DSB. This 
read-out process resulted in a critical change in DSB fluorescence 
at a specific threshold pressure. The composite shows different 
fluorescence responses to CO2 and acetylene compounds that have 
similar physicochemical properties. Their system showed, for the first 
time, that fluorescent molecules can detect gases without any chemical 
interaction or energy transfer (Figure 2b) [39].

Plausible materials

Classical design of fluorescent gas indicators: The classical 
design of a fluorescent indicator includes two moieties, a receptor 
responsible for the molecular recognition of the analyte and a 
fluorophore responsible for signaling the recognition event. There are 
three main strategies to approach the design of fluorescent molecular 
indicators for chemical sensing in solution. The first results in intrinsic 
fluorescent probes, which are fluorescent molecules where the 
mechanism for signal transduction involves interaction of the analyte 
with a ligand that is part of the π-system of the fluorophore. The second 
are extrinsic fluorescent probes, in which the receptor moiety and the 
fluorophore are covalently linked but are electronically independent. 
These approaches involve different receptor molecules that might 
be synthesized and afterwards attached to a fluorophore to make 
the sensitive probe. Due to the covalent linking through a spacer the 
moieties are in close proximity, and thus interaction of the analyte with 

the receptor induces a change in the fluorophore surroundings and 
alters its fluorescence. The third strategy is called chemical ensemble. 
This approach is based on a competitive assay in which a receptor-
fluorophore ensemble Design of Fluorescent Materials for Chemical 
Sensing is selectively dissociated by the addition of an appropriate 
competitive analyte that is able to interact efficiently with the receptor, 
and resulting in a detectable response of the fluorophore.

Fluorescent materials for gas sensing: In order to make the 
fluorescent probes specific for the molecular target and applicable 
in the complex environment, reasonable imagination and scientific 
design should follow certain principles. Significantly, the first step 
in order to choose an appropriate reporter or fluorophore is crucial 
for the whole system. Fluorophores are divided into different classes 
according to their sensing properties and emission wavelength. A 
variety of fluorophores have been proposed as framework for the 
chemosensor design strategy, which may include anthracene 1, 
coumarin 2, naphthalimine 3, BODIPY 4, fluorescein 5, rhodamine 6 
and cyanin 7 (Table 1 and Figure 3). All these fluorophores have been 
widely employed and applied as reporters in each systematic structure 
due to the various choice of emission wavelength [40].

The fluorescent probes may be designed on the basis of several 
underlying working principles, such as PET (photo induced electron 
transfer), ICT (internal charge transfer), FRET (Förster resonance 
energy transfer), and TICT (twisted internal charge transfer) (Figure 
4) [41]. A typical fluorescent probe is fundamentally composed of a 
receptor (responsible for the molecular recognition of the gas), a signal 
reporter (fluorophore) responsible of signaling the recognition event 
and sometimes a spacer (for signal transformation with the target as 
signal input). Design of fluorescent indicators can be divided into three 

Figure 2b: Schematic illustration for detection of gas molecules by coupled structural transformations of a flexible PCP framework and a reporter molecule.

Sr. No. Authors Fluorescence response Gases detected Substrate material Detection limit
1 Yun Ma [29] Fluorescence 

enhancement
Carbon dioxide Tetraphenylethene 2.4 × 10-6 M

2 Yang Liu [27] Fluorescence 
enhancement

Carbon dioxide 1,1,2,3,4,5-Hexaphenylsilole In ppm

3 Xin-Qi Zhan [51]  Fluorescence quenching Nitrogen oxides 4,4,4,4-Tetra substituted amino aluminum 
phthalocyanine

0.08 ng.ml-1

4 Wenying XU/1994 Fluorescence quenching Oxygen [Ru(Phzphen)31Cl2 (Ph2phen=4,7-5diphenyl-
1,l0-phenanthroline)

In ppm

5 Velasco-Garcıa Fluorescence quenching Oxygen Ruthenium complex with different 
concentrations of gelatin in organogel

0.2 ppm

6 Gillanders [18] Fluorescence 
enhancement

The response  of  the sensor films  to 
vapors of  TNT, DNT, RDX

BBEHP-PPV phenylene-vinylene In ppm

7 Amornthammarong [2] Ammonia o-Phthaldialdehyde (OPA) and sulfite 1.1 nM
8 Jing Wang [42] Carbon Monoxide Imaging 

in Living Cells
A Selective Fluorescent Probe for 
Carbon Monoxide Imaging in Living 
Cells

Unique CO- binding selectivity of CooA, 
a dimeric CO-sensing heme protein from 
Rhodospirillum rubrum

µM

Table 1: Review of fluorimetric gas sensor.
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main strategies for chemical sensing in solution. They are “intrinsic 
fluorescent probes” with a ligand as part of the π-system of the 
fluorophore; “extrinsic fluorescent probes” with electrical independence 
of the receptor moiety and the reporter which are covalently linked by a 
spacer; “chemosensor ensemble” based on the dissociation of receptor-
reporter ensemble selectively by the competitive analyte (Table 2).

Preparation of nanomaterials: Why nanomaterials?: The 
major classes of organic materials such as some polymer, lipid, dyes, 
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon and heterocyclic compound can 
selectively target gases such as CO2, NOx and NH3 [42-45]. Fluorescent 
organic nanoparticles are one of the most promising materials proposed 
for the gas sensing purpose due to the more flexibility in material 
synthesis and excellent optical properties. The organic nanoparticles 
are known to exhibit interesting phenomena, including photocatalytic 
activity, and enhanced photo induced charge separation. Their ability 
to sense and detect the chemicals and gas molecules result into the 
realization of new sensor strategies. Fluorescent organic nanoparticles 
have been employed to detect metal ions, anions, gases and biomolecules 
[46-49]. The aqueous suspension of organic nanoparticles prepared 
from simple reprecipitation method acts as excellent chemosensor 

[50,51]. The fluorescent organic nanoparticles may target the analyte 
gas molecules via binding through the functional groups presents on 
the nanoparticles surface or the surficial electrostatic attraction forces. 
These interactions generally result in the quenching of fluorescence 
signal. In the past few years have reported several material systems that 
have aggregation-induced enhanced emission (AIEE) properties (Park 
et al. [34]). The common structural characteristics of these AIEE active 
isolated molecules are twisted in conformation. The origin of the AIEE 
phenomenon is assumed to be related to the effects of intramolecular 
planarization or specific aggregation (H- or J-aggregation (Figure 5a) in 
the aqueous suspension of organic nanoparticles. These intramolecular 
vibrational and rotational motions, which behave strongly in these 
twisted conjugated molecules, lead to the fast nonradiative relaxation 
and reduced fluorescence quantum yield in solutions. Therefore the 
rigorous restriction of these free motions in the nano aggregated 
state is an approach to increase the fluorescence emission of AIEE 
active organic nanomaterials. Therefore these AIEE active organic 
nanomaterials acts as an excellent sensors.

Organic nanoparticles (ONPs) can be synthesized by different 
approach such as emulsification evaporation, emulsification diffusion, 
and solvent displacement methods [52]. The reprecipitation method 
(Figure 5b) which is a simple, quick, less expensive and green approach 
mostly used for the preparation of organic nanoparticles [36]. There 
are numerous examples on the use of the functionalized small organic 
nanoparticles for the sensing of various gas molecules of interest [42].

Description of Sensor
Particle size distribution and morphological studies of 
nanosensor

The particle size distribution histogram of ONPs aqueous 
suspension is generally studied with Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
technique. The DLS investigations give an insight about the size 
distribution and colloidal stability of nanoparticles [30]. The measured 
data may also include contributions from various variables, such as 
surface coating and size differences. Figure 6 shows the particles size 
of indigo nanoparticle, giving a mean size distribution of 107 nm [37]. 
Some other example of DLS characterization includes the determination 
of perylene nanoparticles size, protein size, latex size, and colloid size 
[32-36]. In general, the DLS technique is best suited for submicron 
particles. However, with modern spectroscopic instrumentation, it has 
also been possible to use the DLS technique for particle with sizes lesser 
than a nanometer.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is another technique used 
for the characterization of the ONPs. It gives information on the air 
dried layers of the ONPs (Figure 7). High-resolution scanning electron 

Figure 3: Structures of various luminophores.

Figure 4: Various mechanism for fluorescent probe design.

Sr. No. Target gas Plausible fluorescent sensor material
1 Carbon dioxide CO2 It is known that bubbling CO2 through an amine yields a carbamate ionic liquid, which is accompanied by increases in polarity 

and viscosity which results in turn on the light emission of amine group containing fluorescent sensor.
2 Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) Dye N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine use as a sensor for the detection of NO2. Oxidation of dye with NO2 leads to the 

changes in fluorescence intensity results in development of fluorescent sensor.
3 Carbon monoxide (CO) The reaction of a binuclear rhodium complex is used for the CO reaction: the CO reaction takes place through a bound acetate 

groups led to changes in fluorescent properties of rhodium complex.
4 Ammonia (NH3) Fraunhofer IPM uses bromophenol blue for fluorimetric detection of ammonia (NH3). The acid-base reaction between these splits off 

the proton of the hydroxy group. The protonated form then has a different fluorescence intensity than the deprotonated form.
5 Oxygen Virtually all luminescence-based oxygen sensors use the quenching of the dye's luminescence by oxygen as the transduction 

mechanism (fluorescence quenching).
6 Explosives vapor detection A number of light-emitting polymer (poly(para-phenylenevinylene) (PPV) and polyfluorene backbones) sensor materials15 to a 

selection of explosives and related materials including TNT, 2,4-DNT etc.

Table 2: Plausible fluorescent material for multiple gas detection.
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microscopes (SEM) as well as the transmission electron microscope are 
very important characterization tools for studying the morphology of 
the nanoparticles [42].

Optical absorption properties by UV-visible absorption 
spectroscopy

Absorption spectroscopy, in general, refers to characterization 

technique that measures the absorption of radiation by a material, as a 
function of the wavelength.

Absorption spectrum: It shows the dependence of the degree of 
light absorption by the compound. The quantization condition for the 
absorption or emission of light by an atom or by molecule is given by 
the Einstein relation as given by equation [44],

hcE hυ
λ

= =                    (1.1)

2 1
hch E Eυ
λ

= = −

Where E2 and E1 are the electronic energy levels.

The absorption of energy by a molecule is governed by the Beer-
Lambert’s law. According to this relationship,

0
10log . .I c l

I
ε  = 

 
                  (1.2)

Where I0 – intensity of incident light,

I: Intensity of transmitted light,

ε: Molecular extinction coefficient,

c: Concentration of the path length,

l: Path length of the absorbing system through which light passes, 

and 0
10log I

I
 
 
 

 - optical density or absorbance of the material.

In general, the absorption spectrum is plotted in terms of the 
molecular extinction coefficient (ε) against frequency or wavelength. 
The probability of the absorption depends upon the degree of overlap 
of the wave function of the lowest vibrational level of the ground state 
and the wave function of the vibrational level of the first excited singlet 
state S10 → S1n. The positions of the absorption peaks and its nature 
are of significance in the spectroscopic studies. In solution, the broad 
absorption band is an indication of dimeric nature of molecules in the 
ground state while the structured spectrum indicates the existence of 
monomolecular species, but in solids the absorption spectra are not as 
structured as in solution. The nature of absorption band also gives an 
idea about the lattice structures of molecular system under study.

Emission spectrum

Emission spectroscopy, in general, refers to a characterization 
technique that measures the emission of radiation by a material that 
has been excited. Fluorescence spectroscopy is one type of emission 
spectroscopy which records the intensity of light radiated from 

Figure 5a: Simplified schematic of exciton theory to explain the different 
absorption and fluorescence behaviors of H- and J-aggregates.

Figure 5b: The scheme of the reprecipitation method.

Figure 6: Distribution of the indigo nanoparticles diameter.

Figure 7: Typical SEM image of silica nanoparticles.
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Ex. Bubbling large volumes of CO2 gas through 
1,2,3,4,5-Hexaphenylsilole (HPS) solutions in diethylamine (DEA), 
butylamine (BA), piperidine (Pip), and pyridine (Py) caused no 
recognizable changes in the emission of HPS. Photoluminescence 
(PL) spectrum of HPS was intensified with increasing the volume of 
CO2 gas. After being bubbled with 25 mL of CO2 gas, the HPS mixture 
emitted a very bright green light [19-25].

Selectivity of recognition of gas (specific) by sensor

Specific gas (sensed by sensor) with presence of different gas 
contents were bubbled through sensor solutions at a fixed rate for a 
fixed time and observation of recognizable changes in the emission 
spectrum of fluorescent sensor [20].

Ex. The fluorescence spectra of sensor with and without specific 
gas and that of other coexisting gas each of same concentration were 
recorded by monitoring particular excitation wavelength and the extent 
of fluorescence changes i.e. ∆F=F0-F and ∆F/F were calculated and 
graphically presented by bar diagram. ‘F’ is the intensity of fluorescence 
of sensor in presence of specific gas and other interfering gases and F0 is 
the intensity without coexisting gases [21,22].

Fluorimetric titration of sensor with gas (specific) experiment

The fluorescence sensing experiments involved measurement of 
fluorescence spectra of sensor with and without analyte gas sample. The 
solution of sensor and specific gas for bubbling at a fixed rate for a fixed 
time required in the experiment sets. An appropriate quantity of sensor 
solution was kept constant while specific gas for bubbling at a fixed rate 
for a fixed time varied from mL to mL [20,21].

Stern-Volmer plot: The fluorescence quenching is due to the 
binding interaction of analyte gas with the sensor. The quenching 
results fit into the conventional linear Stern–Volmer equation given 
below [25].

[ ] [ ]0
01 1q SV

F k Q K Q
F

τ= + = +                       (1)

Where Fo and F are the fluorescence intensity of the sensor in the 
absence and in the presence of the analyte gas respectively. kq, KSV, 
τo and [Q] are the quenching rate constant of the analyte gas, Stern-
Volmer quenching constant, average fluorescence life time of sensor 
without analyte gas and concentration of analyte gas respectively.

For fluorescence enhancement a calibration curve was constructed 
by plotting ∆F (increase in fluorescence intensity) versus the 
concentration of analyte gas.

Statistical analysis: (Limit of detection or quantitation and 
comparison with other method)

Limit of detection (LOD)

LOD=(3.3σ/k)                     (2)

Where σ is the standard deviation of the y-intercepts of regression 
lines and k is the slope of the calibration graph. After calculating LOD 
we compared our sensing method with existing method by preparing 
comparisons table (Table 3).

Stoichiometry and binding parameters of (Sensor+Gas 
(specific)): The ligand–metal ion stoichiometry was estimated by 
applying Job’s method by keeping the sum of the concentration of the 
analyte and sensor constant and varying the molar fraction of analyte 
from 0.1 to 0.9.

the material as a function of wavelength [28]. It is a nondestructive 
characterization technique. After an electron is excited from the ground 
state, it needs to relax back to the ground state. This relaxation or loss of 
energy to return to the ground state can be achieved by a combination 
of non-radiative decay (loss of energy through heat) and radiative 
decay (loss of energy through light). Emission spectrum defines the 
relative intensity of radiation emitted at various wavelengths [44]. 

The emitted light comprises fluorescence, delayed fluorescence and 
phosphorescence, thereby yielding three types of emission spectra. The 
Fluorescence emission spectrum shows an almost mirror like symmetry 
with its absorption. The fluorescence emission spectrum is obtained by 
irradiating the sample by a wavelength of maximum absorption. The 
ground state and excited state are associated with the absorption and 
emission spectra. It is observed that the absorption spectra gives data 
about the vibrational levels of the excited state and the emission spectra 
yield data about the vibrational levels of the ground state.

The same fluorescence emission spectrum is generally observed 
irrespective of the excitation wavelength. Upon excitation into higher 
electronic and vibrational levels, the excess energy is quickly dissipated, 
leaving the molecule in the lowest vibrational level of S1. This relaxation 
occur in about 10−12 second and is presumable a result of strong overlap 
among numerous states of nearly equal energy. Because of this rapid 
relaxation, emission spectra are usually independent of the excitation 
wavelength.

Excitation spectrum

It defines as the relative efficiency of different wavelengths of 
exciting radiation to induce fluorescence. The excitation spectrum is 
obtained by measuring the fluorescence intensity at a fixed emission 
wavelength while the excitation wavelength is scanned. For large, 
complex molecules, the excitation spectrum is quite stable, independent 
of the emission wavelength. The excitation spectrum will be identical to 
the absorption spectrum where ε.c.l<<1. The measurement of quantum 
intensity is limited by the sensitivity of the spectrofluorimeter and that 
depends upon the intensity of the excitation source. Crank et al. [11] 
estimated that concentrations as low as 10−12 mol.dm−3 can be detected 
by excitation spectroscopy compared with a minimum concentration of 
10−8 mol.dm−3 by absorption spectroscopy [28]. Excitation spectroscopy 
is also used to determine the quantum efficiency of energy transfer 
between donor and acceptor molecules.

Fluorescence lifetime

Time-resolved fluorescence provides more information about 
the molecular environment of the fluorophore than steady state 
fluorescence measurements. Since the fluorescence lifetime of a 
molecule is very sensitive to its molecular environment, measurement 
of the fluorescence lifetime(s) reveals much about the state of the 
fluorophore. Many macromolecular events, such as rotational diffusion, 
resonance-energy transfer, and dynamic quenching, occur on the same 
time scale as the fluorescence decay. Thus, time-resolved fluorescence 
spectroscopy can be used to investigate these processes and gain insight 
into the chemical surroundings of the fluorophore [28].

Fluorescent Chemosensor for Selective Detection and 
Quantitation of Multiple Gases
Gas recognition test using fluorescent sensor

Different gas contents were bubbled through sensor solutions at a 
fixed rate for a fixed time or vice-versa and observation of recognizable 
changes in the emission spectrum of fluorescent sensor.
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The binding constant (KB) was evaluated using modified Benesi-
Hildebrand (B-H) equation given below [19-24].

n
maxBmax ]Gas[)FF(K)FF(FF

1111

000 −
+

−
=

−
                 (3)

Where Fmax is the maximum fluorescence intensity of sensor in 
presence of analyte gas, and F0 and F in absence and in the presence of 
analyte gas respectively. Gas represents the concentration of gas and ‘n’ 
is the number of gas molecules bound per sensor molecules.

Mechanism of binding interaction of Sensor+Gas (specific): 
Ground state complex formation does not change lifetime of fluorescent 
sensor with addition gas analyte. The decreases/increases in lifetime of 
sensor seen with increases in concentration of gas analyte supports the 
excited state complex formation.

Adsorption of gas molecules and its complexation with sensors 
is also confirmed by DLS and zeta potential measurements. The 
increases in particle size and zeta potential of sensor estimated after the 
sequential addition of gas molecule indicating adsorption of gas type 
of interaction.

The binding parameters like binding constant and number 
of binding sites becomes important while explaining the binding 
mechanism between two different molecules and they can be 
determined by following equation [21-25],

[ ]0log log logF F K n Q
F
−

= +                   (4)

Where F and F0 are the fluorescence intensity in the presence and 
absence of quencher respectively, K is the binding constant, n is the 
number of binding sites and [Q] is the concentration of quencher.

The binding constant (K) and the number of binding sites (n) can 

be calculated by plotting the graph of 
F

FF −0log  versus [ ]Qlog . The 

nature of this plot is a straight line with, intercept on Y-axis. The slope 
determines the number of binding sites while intercept determines the 
binding constant.

Thermodynamic parameters: The thermodynamic parameters 
such as change in free energy (ΔG), the entropy change (ΔS) and the 
enthalpy change (ΔH) for any particular interaction can be determined 
by using fluorescence quenching data. By applying equation 5, it is 
possible to determine binding constants at various temperatures, with 
fluorescence quenching measurements.

The different binding constants corresponding to different 
temperatures can be given by Van’t Hoff equation [20-25],

ln H SK
RT R
∆ ∆

= − +                      (5)

Where, K is binding constant, R is the gas constant, T is absolute 
temperature, ΔH is the change in enthalpy and ΔS is the change in 
entropy accompanying the molecular interaction.

Subsequently, free energy change at different temperatures can be 
obtained by Gibb’s equation,

ΔG=ΔH –TΔS                   (6)

Thus, a fluorescence study helps to get an idea about the calculations 
of thermodynamic parameters. The nature of binding forces can be 
predicted by observing these thermodynamic parameters. The acting 
forces between the different molecules include hydrogen bond, van der 
Waals’ forces, electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic interaction. 

Ross summed up the thermodynamic laws [37] for estimating the type 
of the binding force between organic micromolecule and biological 

Sr. No. Sensor Type Target Detection limit Advantages Disadvantages
1. Catalytic Hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon 

dioxide, nitrogen oxide, sulfur oxide, 
ammonia

lower explosive limit (0-
100% LEL)

Simple, measures flammability of 
gases and low cost technology

Requires air or oxygen to work. 
Can be poisoned by lead, 
chlorine and silicones

2. Thermal Hydrogen, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, 
sulfur oxide, inorganic gases and 
many other compounds

ppm Robust but simple construction.  Easy 
to operate in absence of oxygen. 
Measuring range is very wide.

Reaction due to heating wire. 

3. Electrochemical Hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon 
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia 

ppm Measures toxic gases in relatively low 
concentrations. Wide range of gases 
can be detected

Failures modes are unrevealed 
unless advanced monitoring 
technique used.

4. Infrared Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, 
hydrocarbon gas

ppm or mg/m3 Uses only physical technique. No 
unseen failure modes. Can be used in 
inert atmospheres.

Not all gases have IR absorption. 
Sequential monitoring is slower 
on multi point analyzers and also 
more user expertise required.

5. Semiconductors Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, 
ammoniac, sulfurous gases,  and 
hydrocarbons as well as volatile 
organic compounds

The detection limit 
depends on the 
respective gas sensitive 
material.

Mechanically robust, works well at 
constant high humidity condition.

Susceptible to contaminants and 
changes due to environmental 
conditions. Non- linear response 
effects complexity.

6. Surface Acoustic 
Wave 

Hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon 
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia, 
volatile organic compounds, Methanol, 
ethanol, isopropyl, alcohol, acetone, 
amine

Hz/ppm Detect nerve and blister agents 
Battery-less and could be used for 
wireless applications. Could be placed 
in harsh and rotating parts.

Due to its small size there is 
difficulty in handling during 
fabrication process.

7. Optical
i) Colorimetric Carbon dioxide, oxygen, ammonia and 

nitrogen dioxide 
ppm/ppb Easy to operate in absence of oxygen. 

Not affected by electromagnetic 
interference. Monitoring area is very wide.

Affected by ambient light 
interference.

ii) Fluorimetric Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 
oxygen, ammonia, sulfurous gases 
explosive vapors and nitrogen dioxide

ppm, ppb, nM, µg/ml, 
ng/ml

The sensing methods based on 
fluorescence are more sensitive and 
selective than the calorimetric method 
with lowest detection limit. 

Does not affected by ambient 
light interference.

Table 3: Comparison of gas detection sensor technologies.
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macromolecule. If both ΔH and ΔS are positive, the main force will 
be a hydrophobic force while if both are negative, then hydrogen bond 
and van der Waals’ forces will be key forces of interaction and reaction 
mainly enthalpy driven. Also, if ΔH≈ 0 and ΔS have positive value then 
there will be an electrostatic force between the acting molecules. The 
negative value of ΔG will indicate the spontaneous nature of reaction 
and vice-versa [21-25].

Applications of the proposed fluorimetric method for the 
determination of gas (specific) in environmental (atmospheric) 
samples: The method of sensing of gas by fluorescent sensor based on 
fluorescence off/on approach was used to develop fluorimetric method 
of detection of gas in atmospheric sample collected from local region. 
The atmospheric sample collected with help of air sampler from local 
or polluted region were spiked with standard gas at two different 
concentration levels, then diluted to bring gas concentration within 
the working linear range and analyzed with the method proposed via 
a standard addition method [22-24]. The accuracy and reliability of 
the method was further ascertained by recovery studies via a standard 
addition.

Comparison of Gas Sensing Methods
In this review, the authors have tried to give information to the 

researchers engaged in establishing analytical profiles of the all sensors 
in comparison with fluorimetric method. The fluorimetric method 
has the advantages of lower detection limit (LOD) and wider linear 
range of concentration for gases over the existing sensing methods is 
illustrated in Table 1.

Conclusion
In this review, a large number of different approaches for the 

development of new materials for fluorescent gas sensing have been 
discussed. In this discussion the design/preparation of material 
especially organic molecules/their nanoparticles by reprecipitation 
method and their characterization is one part. The studies of photo 
physical behavior to explore suitability of fluorescent materials for 
sensing and detection based of analyte gas molecules on fluorescence 
on-off approach and development of analytical method for real 
sample analysis (atmospheric gaseous sample) are the other parts of 
are cover by this review. From the examples published in literature, 
a simple fluorimetric-assay visualizes the presence of gas and 
permits quantitation of its amount over the whole concentration 
range (0-100%). It is free of the problems often encountered in the 
conventional gas-sensing systems. Our review is particularly appealing 
to the mega sciences with huge societal impacts, such as volcanology 
and seismology, where field tracking of the gas mixtures with high 
hazardous gas contents plays a crucial role in disaster prediction and 
prevention.

The rapid, robust, simple and efficient assay with the long-term 
goal to reach a new technology for real atmospheric gases quantitation 
is the outcome of present review.
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